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TRANSFORMER-WITH CONNECTOR AND 
METHOD OF ASSEMBLY 

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF THE 
DEVELOPMENT 

This invention relates generally to a connector as 
sembly for connecting aluminum strip conductors to a 
stud and more particularly to a connector assembly 
which includes a concentrically grooved washer made 
of material which is sufficiently hard relative to the alu 
minum conductor that the aluminum conductor will 
flow into the voids created by the concentric grooves 
thereby eliminating poor connections inherent in ther 
mally cycled connectors for aluminum strips. 

In the past, copper was the common material utilized 
for transformer secondary coil leads or busses, the cop 
per being typically formed in a relatively, ?at strip. 
However, with the unusual increase in cost of copper, 
other materials have been sought which have the 
proper electrical and mechanical characteristics for use 
in connection with the leads of the secondary winding 
of a transformer. - ' 

One material which hasbeen found to have the desir 
able electrical characteristics is aluminum. Typically, 
electrical grade aluminum is extremely soft and attains 
its highest conductivity in the dead-soft, annealed state. 
However, certain problems have arisen in the use of 
aluminum for the secondary strip lead, these problems 
having been present form some period of time. 
For-example, one problem which has existed with the 

use of dead-soft aluminum is the tendency for the alu~ 
minum to cold flow out of the connector assembly 
when any compressive force is applied. This problem 
particularly arises when it is desired to clamp the alumi 
num strip to a connector assembly for providing either 
a termination of the electrical conductor or the con 
nection of the conductor to an external connector out 
side of the transformer casing. ' 
The problem becomes particularly acute when the 

phenomenon‘ of thermal cycling occurs wherein the 
thermal expansion of the various components of the 
connector assembly are different, thus creating an ex 
tremely high compressive force on the strip aluminum. 
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phenomenon being the formation of aluminum oxide 
on the strip conductors. This problem was solved by re 
moving the aluminum oxide and using a clamp type 
connector. However, the clamp type connector failed 
if the joint was thermally cycled due to the fact that the 
aluminum would ?ow to the exterior of the connection, 
thereby destroying the contact pressure at the joint. 
Thus, some system was needed to shield the interior 
portion of the connection or joint from oxide causing 
oxygen after the joint or connection was thermally cy 
cled. 
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For example, aluminum} expands at a rate which is ap- - 
proximately 1.3 to 1.5 times the rate of expansion of 
copper. This causes the aluminum to cold flow out of 
the joint or 'connectorthereby decreasing the cross 
sectional area of the conductor strip. Also, the cooling 
down of the conductor due to a reduced current flow 
or due to the reduction of the environmental tempera 
ture causes the aluminum to retract from the connector 
thereby increasing the electrical resistance of the con 
nection. Once the joint has loosened as a result of cold 
flow, surface contact resistance between the various 
components of the electricaljoint increases both due to 
a laclt of joint, pressure and formation of non 
conductive oxides, the oxides developing on the alumi 
num as a result of the relatively loose fit of the joints 
or connector assembly. This increased electrical resis 
tance increases the contact heating during subsequent 
electrical loading and the thermal cycling becomes 
more destructive until a thermal runaway condition oc 
curs. When this runaway condition occurs the connec 
tion fails. I 

Another phenomenon occurs with certain connec 
tions heretofore used in connection with the termina 
tion of secondary conductors of a transformer, this 
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With the connector assembly of the present inven 
tion, all of the problems described above are substan 
tially reduced plus adding other desirable features to 
the connection of an aluminum terminal strip of the 
secondary transformer to an external connector. The 
assembly of the present invention includes the provi 
sion of a concentrically grooved washer, either grooved 

' on one or both faces, the washer being extremely ?at 
- relative to its diameter, and a clamping mechanism is 
provided for initially slightly deforming or cold flowing 
the aluminum by forcing the. concentrically grooved 
face of the washer slightly into the surface of the alumi 
num buss bar strip. In this way, any aluminum oxide 
crust that may be present on the face of the aluminum 
buss bar is broken thereby providing intimate contact 
between the exposed clean surfaces of the aluminum 
and the sharp ridges of the washer face. Also, the alu 
minum is slightly cold ?owed into the grooves of the 
concentrically grooved washer leaving small voids or 
spaces at the apex of the void area formed by the 
grooves in the washer. Thus, when the joint is thermally 
cycled, the aluminum tends to flow into the voids 
formed by the concentric grooves rather than out of the 
joint to substantially limit clamping pressures on the 
aluminum buss strip. Further, when the joint cools, and 
the aluminum shrinks at a rate greater than other com 
ponents in the system, the aluminum is restricted to 
movement along the angular faces of the grooves of the 
concentrically grooved washer effectively maintaining 
intimate contact of clean electrically conductive sur 
faces of the aluminum ‘and the washer and also essen 
tially maintaining clamping pressure on the joint. Thus, 
a good electrical connection is maintained and the for 
mation of additional aluminum oxide is precluded. 
Accordingly, it is one object of the present invention 

to provide an improved connector assembly for use in 
connecting low voltage aluminum strip conductors ‘to 
the through connection in a transformer. 

It is another object of the present invention to pro 
vide an improved connector assembly for a transformer 
which has improved thermal cycling characteristics. 

It is a further object of the present invention to pro 
vide an improved connector assembly for a transformer 
which precludes oxides from forming in the strip buss 
connector joint which would be detrimental to the per 
formance of the connection. 

It is still a further object of the present invention to 
provide an improved connector assembly which ena 
bles the effective use of aluminum strip conductors in 
the secondary circuit of a transformer. 

It is still a further object of the present invention to 
provide an improved connector assembly for the sec 
ondary circuit of a transformer which minimizes the re 
sistance of the of the connection throughout the life of 
the transformer. 
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It is still a further object of the present invention to 
provide an improved connector assembly which is par 
ticularly adaptable for use in connection with intercon 
necting the secondary winding of a transformer with 
the transformer tank exterior conductor. 

It is still a further object of the present invention to 
provide an improved connector assembly for use in 
conjunction with interconnecting conductors fabri 
cated of materials which have widely varied thermal ex 
pansion characteristics. 

It is a further object of the present invention to pro 
vide improved connector assembly for a transformer 
which is inexpensive to manufacture, reliable in use 
and substantially reduces problems heretofore encoun 
tered in connector assemblies of this type. 
Further objects, features and advantages of this in 

vention will become more apparent from a consider 
ation of the following description, the appended claims 
‘and the accompanying drawings in which: 

FIG. 1 is a sectional view of a transformer assembly, 
illustrating the primary and secondary windings in sym 
bolic form, and particularly illustrating the connector 
assembly of the present invention; 
FIG. 2 is a plan view of a grooved washer of the pres 

ent invention; 
FIG. 3a’is a cross-sectional view of the washer of FIG. 

2 taken along lines Zia-3a thereof; 
FIG. 3b is a cross-sectional view of a modified form 

of washer of FIGS. 2 and 3a and particularly illustrating 
grooving on both faces of the washer; 
FIG. 4 is a detail view of a connector assembly of the 

‘present invention and particularly illustrating two sin 
gle faced grooved washers on either side of a buss bar; 
FIG. 5 is a perspective view of a laminated buss bar 

and particularly illustrating'the edge welding thereof; 
FIG. 6 is aside view of the connector assembly of 

FIG. 4 and particularly illustrating the use thereof in 
connection with the laminated buss bar of FIG. 5; and 
FIG. 7 is a side view of a modified connector assem 

bly and particularly illustrating the use of two single 
face groove washers on the outboard sides oflaminated 
buss bars and further including adouble faced grooved 
washer between selected laminations of the buss bars 
or between two laminated buss bars terminating to one 
threaded stud connection assembly. 
Referring now to the drawings, and particularly to 

FIG. 1 thereof, there is illustrated a transformer assem 
bly 10 which is formed generally of an outer casing 12 
and a cover member 14, as is typical in the art. The pri 
mary conductors of the transformer are fed a high volt 
age by means of an input conductor assembly 16 which 
includes an insulating member 18 to insure that the 
high voltage is isolated from the tank. The high voltage 
is fed to the primary winding, symbolically illustrated 
at 20, by means of conductors 22,24 and the primary 
is magnetically coupled with a secondary winding, sym 
bolically illustrated at 26. 
The interior of the transformer tank 12 is filled with 

oil generally to a level indicated at 28 to provide a cool 
ing and insulating ?uid for the‘ transformer windings 
20,26. The cover member 14 is joined to the main tank 
at a lip section, a lip being formed on both the tank and 
the cover at 30,32, respectively. The two lips are joined 
by means of a clip 34 or other similar type of fastening 
member commonly used in transformers of this type. 
The secondary winding 26 includes a pair of output 

conductors, one of which is symbolically illustrated at 
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36, and the other of which is illustrated as a strip or bar 
conductor assembly 38. It is to be understood that both 
the output conductors 36,38 are identical. The conduc 
tor 38 is fed through the transformer tank wall 12 by 
means of a connector assembly 40, forming at least a 
portion of the subject matter of the present invention. 
The connector assembly 40 includes means for her 

metically sealing the interior of the connector assembly 
40 such that the oil 28 does not leak to the exterior of 
the tank 12. Typically, a pair of cup elements 42,44 
form this sea] and the connection is made through the 
interior of the cup members 42,44. In the case of the 
present invention, the buss element 38 is connected to 
a stud member 46 by means‘of a plurality of locknuts 
and washers to be more fully explained in conjunction 
with the description of FIGS. 2 through 7. The stud 
member 46 extends through the interior of the cup ele 
ments 42,44 to an exterior connector 50 to which the 
service conductors are connected. 
As was stated above, it has been found that aluminum 

conductors, formed as is conductor 38, may be effec 
tively used in conjunction with the secondary windings 
of a transformer if the problems of oxidation and ther 
mal cycling at the lead terminations are solved. It has 
been found that both of these problems may be sub 
stantially reduced by the use of a concentrically 
grooved washer interposed between the strip conduc 
tor and a fastening member,las for example a nut. Such 
a washer element is illustrated at 54 in FIG. 2. The 
washer element includes a centrally located aperture 
56 and a plurality of grooves 58 formed therein. It has 
been found that the grooves may be easily formed in 
the washer 54 by mounting the washer on a mandrel 
and rotating the washer in a position adjacent a sharp. 
cutting tool thereby cutting the grooves in the washer 
rather than applying the grooves by means of a stamp 
ing process. It has been found that the grooves could 
best be applied by the use of a tap tool, the tap being 
positioned with the axis of the tool parallel to the face 
of the washer, for simultaneous cutting of plural 
grooves. The operating edge of the flute of the tap actu 
ally inachines the grooves. 
FIGS. 3a and 3b illustrate a cross-sectional view of 

washers which may be typically used in connection 
with connector assemblies incorporating features of the 
present invention. Particularly, FIG. 3a is a cross 
sectional view of a washer having a grooved area on a 
single face such as that illustrated in FIG. 2. FIG. 3b is 
a modi?ed form of a washer 60 having the identical 
inner aperture‘62 as was described in conjunction with 
FIGS. 2 and 3a and a plurality of grooves. 64 on one 
face of the washer 60. Additionally, the washer 60 is 
provided with a second set of concentric grooves 66 on 
the opposite face of the washer 60. Thus, the washer 60 
may be utilized in conjunction with two aluminum con~ 
ductor strips, the washer being positioned between the 
two strips such as will be described in conjunction with 
FIG. 7. 
Referring now to FIG. 4, there is illustrated a typical 

connector assembly utilizing the principles of the pres 
ent invention. Particularly, the connector assembly is 
associated with a transformer tank 12 including the cup 
member 42 described in conjunction with FIG. 1. A 
buss bar assembly is illustrated at 38 and includes an 
insulating tube and central conductor 70. The buss 
strip 70 is inserted on the stud 46 after a nut 78 and‘ a 
single faced washer 54 is inserted on the stud 46. 
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Thereafter, a second single faced concentric washer 54 
is applied with the grooves in the case of both washers 
facing the buss conductor 70. Finally, a compression 
nut 80 and a locknut 82 are applied, the compression 
nut 80 compressing the assembly, including the wash 
ers 54 and conductor 70, to cause the aluminum con 
ductor 70 to cold-?ow so that aluminum is forced into 
the grooves 58 to a certain extent. However, the 
grooves are not completely ?lled and a void is pro 
vided. The nut 82 is then applied to lock the assembly 
in the position shown. 
Referring now to FIGS. 5 and 6, there is illustrated 

a modified form of the conductor 70, the modified 
form being fabricated as a laminated buss assembly 86. 
The conductor 86 of FIG. 6 is fabricated as illustrated 
in FIG. 5. Particularly, the conductor 86 is fabricated 
of aluminumstrips which are'placed in face abutting 
relation and tig welded, as at 88, to insure that all the 
individual conductors are provided with a good electri 
cally conductive path to the faces of the concentric 
grooved washer connectors. The weld 88 is made close 
to an aperture 90 to reduce the electrical path. The ap 
erture 90 is utilized to permit insertion of the stud 
member 46. The assembly of. FIG. 6 is seen to be sub, 
stantially identical to that described in conjunction 
with FIG. 4 with the exception of the type of conductor 
86 being connected to the stud .46. As was the case 
above, the connector assembly includes a nut 78, a sin 
gle face grooved washer 54, a second single face 
grooved washer 54, a compression nut 80 and a locknut 
82. The connector assembly is put together identically 
to that described in conjunction with FIG. 4. 
Referring now to FIG. 7, there is illustrated a further 

modi?ed form of conductor assembly 92, this assembly 
being formed of afirst and second laminated conductor 
assemblies 94,96,v each laminated conductor 94,96 
being tig welded as wasthe case with conductor 86. 
Again, theexterior assembly of the conductor assem 
blies92 is identical to that described in conjunction 
with FIGS. 4 and 6 and includes a nut 78, a pair of sin? 
gle face grooved washers 54, a compression nut 80 and 
a locknut 82 to fasten the entire assembly on a stud‘46. 
However, a space is provided between conductor as 
semblies 94,96 into which is inserted av double face 
grooved washer 60 such as was described in conjunc 
tion with the description of FIG. 3b. The washer 60 in 
cludes the two grooved faces into which the aluminum 
of the conductors 94,96 are cold-?owed as a result of 
the turning of the compression nut 80. The washer 60 
is provided to increase the electrical contact between 
conductors 94,96, and thus maintain good electrical 
conductivity between conductor assemblies 94 and 96. 
Accordingly, when any of the connections illustrated 

in FIGS. 4, 6 or 7 are thermally cycled, the difference 
in expansion and contraction of the various materials 
used in the connector assembly, for example copper, 
brass and aluminum, will cause a differential expansion 
and an increase in the compressive force on the washer 
and conductor assembly. This will cause the aluminum 
to ?ow into the grooves or the voids created by the 
grooves and subsequent reduction in temperature will 
permit the aluminum to remain in contact with the 
grooved faces of the washer thereby maintaining the 
electrical contact. It is preferable to fabricate the wash 
ers such that the grooved washer faces will have quite 
sharp ridges to allow ready penetration into the alumi 
num strip surface. It has been found that the thermal 
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cycling characteristics are improved with a ‘sharper 
washer. I 

While it will be apparent that the preferred embodii 
ments of the invention disclosed are well calculated to 
ful?ll the objects above stated, it will be appreciated 
that the invention is susceptible to modi?cation,’ varia 
tion and change without departing from the proper 
scope or fair meaning of the subjoined claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a transformer assembly having an enclosure 

tank, a primary winding anda secondary winding in the 
tank, and a connector assembly for leading the ends of 
at least one of the windings to the exterior of the tank 
including a stud element and compression elements, 
the improvement comprising the ends of at least one of 
the windings being fabricated of a soft, cold-flowable 
material, and means for maintaining the electrical resis-5 
tance of the connector assembly after the connector 
assembly has been thermally cycled including a washer 
having a plurality of concentric grooves formed on at - 
least one fact thereof, said washer being positioned on 
the stud adjacent the said soft material between two 
compression elements with the said grooves being con- 
tiguous with the soft material, the compression ele 
ments being operated toforce soft material at least par 
tially into said grooves. . I 

2. The improvement of claim 1 wherein said at least 
one of the windings is the secondary winding and said 
ends are fabricated of aluminum, said grooves being 

- formed with sharp ridges and are continuous. 
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3. The improvement of claim 2 wherein the circuit to 
the exterior of the transformer tank includes said alu 
minum ends, said washer, said compression element 
and the stud. ' ' 

'4. In the transformer'assembly of claim 2 further in 
cluding cooling ?uid contained within the tank, the im 
provement further comprising said connector assembly 
having at least a portion thereof within the tank and 
below the level of said cooling fluid and further includ 
ing means for providing afluid-tight‘seal with the tank. 

5. The improvement of claim 3 wherein said ends are 
fabricated of a plurality of aluminum strips, said alumi 
num strips including an aperture formed adjacent one 
end thereof. 

6. The improvement of claim 5 wherein said alumi 
num strips are positioned in face to face abutting rela 
tion and a weld is provided at the edges of said strips 
closely adjacent said aperture to maintain the electrical 
resistance characteristics of said welded strips. 

7. The improvement of claim 6 wherein said connec 
tor assembly includes a second washer having a con 
centrically grooved face, said second washer being po 
sitioned adjacent said aluminum strips with said 
grooved face contiguous with said aluminum strips. 
8 The improvement of claim 7 wherein said compres 

sion element operates to force soft material at least par 
tially into the said grooves of said second washer. 

9. The improvement of claim 8 wherein said weld is 
discontinuous across the edges of said aluminum strips, 
at least two of said strips being spaced at said disconti 
nuity to provide a space between said strips. 

10. The improvement of claim 9 .wherein said con 
nector assembly further includes a third washer posi 
tioned in said space between said strips, said third 
washer having concentrically grooved faces on oppo 
site sides of said washer, said compression element op 
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erating to force soft material at least partially into said 
grooves of said third washer. 

11. The method of forming a transformer assembly 
comprising the steps of assembling a primary winding 
and a secondary winding in a tank, assembling a con 
nector assembly including a stud associated with at‘ 
least one of said windings, the ends of the at least one 
of the windings being fabricated of a soft, cold-flowable 
material, and maintaining the electrical resistance of 
the connector assembly after the assembly has been 
thermally cycled including assembling a washer with a 
plurality of concentric grooves on at least one face of 
said washer, positioning at least two compression ele 
ments and the said washer on the stud adjacent the soft 
material, said washer being between the two compres 
sion elements with said groove being positioned contig 
uous with said soft material, and operating at least one 
compression element to force said soft material at least 
partially into said grooves. 

12. In the transformer assembly of claim 11 wherein 
at least one of the said windings is the secondary wind 
ing and said ends are fabricated of aluminum. 

13. In the transformer assembly of claim 12 wherein 
‘ the circuit to the exteriorof the transformer tank in 
cludes said aluminum ends, said washer, said compres 
sion elements andthe stud. ' 

14. In the transformer assembly of claim 12 further 
‘including cooling ?uid contained within the tank, the 
method further comprising said connector assembly 
having at least a portion thereof within the tank and 
below the level of said cooling ?uid and further provid 
ing a ?uid-tight seal with the tank. 

15. The method of claim 13 further including fabri 
cating said ends'of a plurality of aluminum strips, and 
formin'gan aperture in said aluminum strips adjacent 
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into said grooves of‘ said third washer. - 

8 
one end thereof. 

16. The method of claim 15 further including posi 
tioning said strips in face to face abutting relation and 
welding the edges of said strips closely adjacent said ap 
erture to maintain the electrical resistance characteris 
tics of said welded strips. 

17. The method of claim 16 further including provid 
ing a second washer having a concentrically grooved 
face, and positioning said second washer adjacent said 
aluminum strips with said grooved face contiguous with 
said aluminum strips. 

18. The method of claim 17 further including operat 
ing said compression element to force soft material at 
least partially into the said grooves of said second 
washer. - 

' 19. The method of claim 18 further including provid 
ing a discontinuity across the edges of said aluminum 
strips, and spacing at least'two of said strips at said dis 
continuity to provide a space therebetween. 

20. The method of claim 19 further including provid 
ing a third washer in said space between said strips, said 
third washer having concentrically grooved faces on 
opposite sides of said washer and operating said com 
pression element to force soft material at least partially 

21. The improvement of claim 11 wherein at least 
two of said washer, stud and compression elements are 
of differing coefficients of thermal expansion. 

22. The method of claim 11 wherein said washer is 
formed by steps including mounting blank washer stock 
on a mandrel, mounting a cutting tool adjacenta face 
of the washer stock, rotating one of said stock and tool 
relative to the other, and advancing one of said stock 
and tool relative to the other. 
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